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Qungur massif: climbing history This massif, on the eastern edge of the
Pamirs, contains not only the highest mountain in China, Qungur II, or
Qungur Tagh (25,325 ft, 7719 m), but also the highest summit ever reached
by a woman, Qungur I, or Qungur Tjube Tagh (24,918 ft, 7595 m). There is
a map in the World Atlas of Mountaineering (Noyce and McMorrin), p 13I.

Its climbing history is noteworthy for the confusion and misunderstandings
that have arisen. Credit must go to Sir Clarmont Skrine for the discovery in
the early 20S that the massif contains these two very high mountains (Geo
graphical Journal, 66 385-409). Unfortunately, it turned out that Qungur II
proved to be the higher peak. Further confusion arose from the various
spellings of Qungur (Kongur, Kungur) which have been used by later writers,
and the various heights assigned to the two peaks. As long ago as 1925, however
the spelling of Qungur was adopted by the Royal Geographical Society.

Qungur I was climbed by a Russo-Chinese expedition under K. Kuzmin on
16 August 1956, six Russian and two Chinese climbers reaching the summit.
We are not aware of any detailed account of the climb, but Alpinismus,
September 1966, p 28 has two photographs of the mountain, one showing the
route followed. On 13 June 1961 two Tibetan women, members of a Chinese
Tibetan Women's expedition, also reached the summit of Qungur I (see S.A.C.
Bulletin, I96I 157). So far as we know, Qungur II is still unclimbed.

Australia
Summary 1969 The Australian Andean Expedition, mistaking hepatitis for
altitude sickness, kept on and successfully ascended nineteen peaks in the
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Cordillera Vileabamba, including Lasunayoc, and in their way turned the key
for the coming-of-age of Australian mountaineering (see p 212 below).

The three great faces of Australian rock climbing are down south in the island
state of Tasmania: North-west face of Federation guarded by the 'death mark'
of several days packing through rotofagus and horizontal scrub; the East face
of Mount Geryon in Pine Valley on the Cessiphus stream; and the South-east
face of Frenchman's Cap, a cap of sparkling snow-like quartzite-all faces to
be reckoned with, clean inspired rock never less than 1000 ft and in situations
where a man can still use his imagination and look down on tiny camps and
distant lakes and peaks. This is where many mainland climbers go for their
holidays.

Forty-seven Australians have returned from trekking in Nepal with my
Ausventure organisation; other smaller groups climbed quietly. Seventeen
members of the Australian Section of the N.Z.A.C. plan a Himalayan non
expedition! No letter heading, no publicity, no free milk; climbing for fun
and experience.

Over the strong Australian beer other places begin to be mentioned-Japan,
Carstensz. Controversy rages over the use and abuse of bolts. Guide-books
appear for the first time with their own Australian climbing prose: 'The right
Wall of Amen is a beautiful, near vertical expanse of almost smooth black rock.
It is up this that The Minotaur makes its daring way-she's a dinkum climb
alright!' Warwick Deacock

New Zealand

Summary II}69--70 Practically no snow fell in New Zealand in the last five
months of 1969. Not only did this bring the ski season to a premature end,
but it caused some upsets to the subsequent summer climbing. Crevasses
opened early and steep slopes, usually kicked for steps even in late summer,
were hard ice at the end of spring.

Yet more people climbed, especially in the Mount Cook area. The orthodox
routes on major peaks received much attention, but those trying something new
met with much less success. Two great faces were attempted and these climbs
have still to be completed.

The Caroline face of Mount Cook (A.J. 74 [47]) has been attempted many
times since 1962, by strong parties, some of whom have done major new routes
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